(WCE) WordPress
Certified Editor
The most powerful cloud-based
web builder certification!
What is WCE?
WordPress is a web content management system
which allows anyone to perform many functions like
editing, managing, and creating contents for online use
and consumption. It helps to manage various types of
contents, both text and image or otherwise.
WordPress is an open-source content management
system written in Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP)
and paired with either MySQL database or MariaDB
database. It is the most common content management
system as it has been recorded to be used by over 60
million websites.
WordPress was originally created as a blog-publishing
system but has evolved to support other web content
types including more traditional mailing lists and
forums, media galleries, membership sites, learning
management systems (LMS) and online stores.

The Value of a WordPress Certification.
It is essential to get certified as a WordPress Editor to:
Prove Your Proficiency: Without a credential to back
up your claim as an experienced WordPress Editor, you
hold no ground when the time comes to prove yourself.
Your certification tells how proficient you are in the field.
Be Exposed to New Opportunities in the Digital Space:
The outbreak of Covid-19 has helped to accelerate
the need for digital professionals who can create
and manage content, this certification helps prove to
potential employers that you have met the capabilities
to do so.
Gain Favoritism During the Selection Process: This
certification makes individuals a preferred candidate
for any web and editing position. This certification is a
great way to differentiate yourself and demonstrate
your capabilities at first glance

Why WCE?
Because WordPress is the most powerful, cloud-based
web builder and there is no other certification like this in
the market today.
WordPress is able to solve many of the problems
businesses face online. It’s a safe bet that serious
validated skills in WordPress can translate into a
lucrative career opportunity.

8 Skills You Verify With WCE Certification
Manage Categories
and Tags

What are some of the other
important benefits of achieving a

Manage Posts

WordPress Certification?
Profile and Screen
Options

Manage Pages

The attainment of the WCE certification
proves the competency of the candidate
at an industry standard-level and the
readiness to enter the job market. Hiring
managers can use this certification as a
means of justifying the recruitment, as
well as an index for the placement of
a job seeker in a job.

Advanced Editing in
WordPress

Using the Post and
Page Builder

Post, Edit and Approve
Comments

Manage Media
Library

The attainment of the WCE certification
proves the competency of the candidate at
an industry standard-level and the readiness
to enter the job market. Hiring managers can
use this certification as a means of justifying
the recruitment, as well as an index for the
placement of a job seeker in a job.
• Stand out from the crowd and meet the
requirements of a web or editing application.
• Improve your CV or freelance portfolio.
• Test your knowledge to see how good you are
• Learn new skills and increase your earnings
• Gain trust and creditability with your
employers or customers.

Steps to get Certified:
1.

Find training that fits your needs.
Prepare with instructor-led training, books,
e-learning, online courses and more. The Knowledge
Pillars exam syllabus/outcomes are very generic,
covering 90% of learning content available online.
2. Be Prepared - Practice.
Everyone can achieve more with practice! Our
live-in-app practice tests support test takers in
preparing for the Knowledge Pillars certification
exams. Learn more: knowledge-pillars.com/
practice-tests/
3. Know what to expect in the exam.
Check out the exam domain objectives at
https://knowledge-pillars.com/wordpresscertified-editor/
4. Take the test.
Flexible online proctoring solutions are available – A
great advantage for remote learning environments.
Find out more, visit:

knowledge-pillars.com/exam-policies.

Exam Details:
Knowledge Pillars offers unique vendor-neutral certification exams that are performed live-in-the-app. This innovative technology is changing the future of skills validation. Test takers are asked to perform task-based activities
which measure the capabilities and applied-skills of that individual, solving diverse problems and situations related
to that certification exam domain, separating those candidates that ‘know’ from those who can ‘do’.
Number of
questions

Time limit

Passing score

Format

35

45 minutes

75%

Linear and
In-App

Learn about the WCE certification at
https://knowledge-pillars.com/wordpress-certified-editor/
or e-mail us at: info@knowledge-pillars.com

100% Web-Based

Live-in-the-App

Vendor-Neutral

